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Managing the beast
Mlndfulness and
"response-ability"

How to respond when there is no lion

Responding quickly
and automatically can save your
life. You are reading these
words because every one of
your ancestors had this ability
when it came to life or death
decisions, like when tall grass
flowing gently in a breeze
changed to a more threatening

kind of motion. Although this
"reaction speed" developed as an
evolutionary advantage, there
aren't any dangerous lions where
you work; and, yet, we often let
our reaction rule our response,
even when there is no physical
danger. We do this because our
bodies use the same perceptions
and reactions when dealing with
stressful interpersonal, social, or
workplace situations as they do
when we are in physical danger.
We're not hunted by real lions at
work, yet our brains have evolved
to react as if we are are,
particularly when something
changes. Remember the flowing

grass? Our reactions can take
over, narrowing our options for
response. We call this being
"stuck in reaction" or "stuck in
the reactive mind." How can we
unstick our reactive mind in
order to choose our response?
The exercises on the following
pages can help you become
more mindful for this change,
and other changes you may
experience.
However you respond, it will be
by choice, fully informed about
reaction and response.

How to react less and choose more
"Mindfulness" is a term that's
used in many ways, from
acting methods to Zen
Buddhism. The underlying
premise is that we can be
self-aware. We can: (1) notice
the stream of perception and
thought continuously blazing
through our mind (2) we can
observe the stream without
being carried away by it or
trying to stop it and (3) we can
choose actions and responses
that aren't flooded by that
stream. The ability to respond
consciously, instead of

reacting automatically, is the
purpose of mindfulness practice.
Mindfulness can take minute to
learn, and a lifetime to master.
That's why we've included helpful
"thought practices for the
workplace" on the following
pages. The change you are
experiencing is an opportunity for
mindfulness practice.

Most organizational changes can
benefit you, personally. Do you

notice the stream of thought
racing, automatically, through
your mind as you read and

perceive those words? Your
Reaction Reflector report can
help you recognize the
perceptions giving velocity to that
stream or river. Will you react
automatically? Is there a lion?
Without denying the flow of
perceptions and reactions, can
you respond in ways that might
just help you discover that
personal benefit?
Many people just like you find
that the following exercises help
build mindfulness and, ultimately,
conscious and beneficial choice.
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Practices to expand perceptions and enhance choice
Your reaction type:

TISF

Primary Reaction:

Test

Secondary Reaction:

Implement

Less Likely Reaction:

Study

Least Likely Reaction:

FighVF/ight

Perceived Personal Benefit:

Low

Your personalized options for
enhancing choice during change
1.

Reduce Risk Perception.

You may be quietly observing others who
are implementing the change. Do things
seem OK for them? Because your level of
perceived benefit is low, you might need
to reduce your perception of risk by 50%
or more to feel comfortable. Pay careful
attention to what happens when people
try to implement. Do things go well?

Reaction Reflector Report

2.

Observe What's Rewarded.

During any change, new behaviors, rules or
processes are rewarded, while others are
deemphasized. Look around you. What
behaviors or actions are being rewarded?
Take note.
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